The transducer and encoder of frog muscle spindles are essentially nonlinear. Physiological conclusions from a white-noise analysis.
Nonlinear second order white-noise analysis has been applied to the isolated frog muscle spindle. Power (delta 2) of the Gaussian white noise (GWN) and the average prestretch level L were varied and the response of both the isolated receptor potential (transducer) and the action potential (encoder) level were analysed. The standard white-noise method is briefly presented. Particular emphasis, however, is put on the limitations in the range of validity of the method and, consequently, on the use and interpretation of the kernels as a Wiener model. Conclusions in the present paper are within this frame and are mainly of qualitative nature. The analysis reveals that the nonlinear contributions of the model are essential for approximating physiological results, thus ruling out purely linear modelling for this receptor organ. The dependence of the transducer kernels on delta are compatible with the behaviour of a rectifier. Rectification is represented by the lack of hyperpolarization within the isolated receptor potential and is enhanced by the substantial memory in the linear and nonlinear kernels as demonstrated by their extent in time. This is equivalent to low power in high frequencies of the response. Obviously, the hyperpolarizing potentials following each spike counteract the long transducer memory. At the encoder level the memory of the system is strongly reduced. This is achieved by using predominantly high frequency components of the receptor potential for triggering the process of impulse generation, and by the precise coupling and high frequency content of the impulses. This coupling precision is possible because of the sensitivity of the spike-generating mechanism to steep rising transients of the receptor potential and also owing to the reduction in transducer memory by the hyperpolarizing afterpotentials. The preference given to the high frequency components is also read from the structure of the second order transducer kernel and from both the linear and the second order encoder kernels, which allows the most effective input waveform for triggering action potentials to be determined. When the operating point is changed to higher prestretch values, kernel heights increase strongly implying higher response strength of the muscle spindle.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)